Impeccably crafted, meticulously detailed and luxuriously defined; the FBC London Contemporary Objects present the crucial craft movements in present-day design.

As part of the commitment to continuously drive both design and product innovation, FBC London have forged relationships with emerging talent from the world’s most exciting and ambitious designers, craft-makers and innovators to celebrate the universal power of design and collective futures.

Bridging the gap between a gallery and retail store, FBC London is proud to represent the new generation of artists who have the power to push the limits between art and craft, encouraging artists to push boundaries within their practice; creating new and exclusive Objects.

This collection presents a selection of Objects. Luxurious in their diverse materiality, created with innovative resources and finishing, giving a vanguard edge to the collection. Showcasing studio-created works alongside one-of-a-kind and limited-edition pieces, a creative vision and strong curatorial focus create the unconditional narrative that is FBC London.

These Contemporary Objects allows the connoisseur to embrace the desire to invest in raw talent of contemporary production and understated exclusivity.
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ARTISTS |
**STEPH BLACK |**

A ceramic artist based in Harrogate, Yorkshire, Steph Black’s contemporary Vessels are made of earthenware and stoneware, thrown and fired in an oxidized atmosphere. The addition of paper clay and silicon carbide to the glaze achieve an eroded tactile appearance to the surface of some work. This technique enhances the characteristic of the surface and its composition of both types of clay. Steph has always been inspired by weathered surfaces and what can be found beneath and is able to express that feeling through her chosen medium of ceramics.

**WHITE ON WHITE VESSEL**
Ceramic - Limited Edition

Small ~ Approx. 158mm H x 171mm D
£585.00 inc. VAT

Medium ~ Approx. 222mm H x 171mm D
£795.00 inc. VAT

Large ~ Approx. 400mm H x 222mm D
£885.00 inc. VAT

**BLACK ON BLACK VESSEL**
Ceramic - Limited Edition

Small ~ Approx. 158mm H x 171mm D
£585.00 inc. VAT

Medium ~ Approx. 222mm H x 171mm D
£795.00 inc. VAT

Large ~ Approx. 400mm H x 222mm D
£885.00 inc. VAT

**BLACK ON WHITE VESSEL**
Ceramic - Limited Edition

Small ~ Approx. 158mm H x 171mm D
£585.00 inc. VAT

Medium ~ Approx. 222mm H x 171mm D
£795.00 inc. VAT

Large ~ Approx. 400mm H x 222mm D
£885.00 inc. VAT

**ROBI RENZI |**

Robi Renzi’s porcelain and ceramics are raw and shining, minimal and massive. Unique pieces and limited editions, his works are designed and made in Italy. Robi studied classical education and architecture at the University of Florence and has expanded his skills and design into modern objects and shapes.

**MONOLITO COLLECTION**
Ceramic

Basso ~ Approx. 250mm H X 390mm D
£750.00 inc. VAT

Alto ~ Approx. 350mm H X 385mm D
£800.00 inc. VAT

Ovale ~ Approx. 345mm H X 520mm L
£1000.00 inc VAT
**FLOWERS II**

Stoneware - Dentated hand carved vase

Limited Edition

460mm H x 150mm W x 310mm D

£1,238.00 inc. VAT

**SDRUSI COLLECTION**

Ceramic

380mm H x 430mm D

£1,150.00 inc.VAT

**SDRUSI COLLECTION**

Ceramic

250mm H x 440mm W

£1,150.00 inc.VAT

**GILLES CAFFIER**

Gilles Caffier is reinventing the hand crafted-ceramic by playing with the nature of the material and creating elegant texture with Limited Edition collections. His creations are humanistic, born from the hand and nature, without rejecting technology. Created out of a common interpretation of our world, Giles is constantly pushing the boundaries and his collection shows different contrast and aspects.

**CORAL I**

Earthenware - Moss texture narrow vase

Limited Edition

340mm H x 210mm D

£1,420.00 inc. VAT

**MARBLE LAMP**

White Marble Shade with Black Marble Base

400mm H x 400mm W

£2,500.00 inc. VAT

**OFF WHITE CERAMIC BOX**

Earthenware clear acrylic

Small. 140mm H x 290mm D

Large. 210mm H x 210mm D

£660.00 inc. VAT each

**FEATHER LAMP**

Ceramic Base with Shade

Base: 400mm H x 400mm D

With Shade: 930mm H x 450mm D

£2,700.00 inc. VAT

**DARK GREY CERAMIC BOX**

Earthenware and rock crystal

Small. 143mm H x 166mm D

Large. 238mm H x 166mm D

£800.00 inc. VAT each
NATHALIE DEROUET

French artist Nathalie Derouet lives and works in Douarnenez, north-western France. The inspiration behind these pieces are taken from Chinese and Japanese ceramics. Countries where refinement and sophistication are present in many everyday objects, reflecting tradition and modernity. The purity and simplicity of these extremely thin designs is highlighted with the smooth surfaces and uniqueness of each piece.

JELLY FISH
Porcelain
Approx. 350mm H x 230mm D
£2,685.00 inc. VAT

ANEMONE
Porcelain
120mm H x 200mm D
£650.00 inc. VAT

LACES II
Porcelain
120mm H x 200mm D
£1,000.00 inc. VAT

JANE TOWERS

Recently graduated in design crafts from De Montfort University, Jane Towers has spent twenty years as a stained glass artist. She trained as a ceramicist later to push the boundaries of craftsmanship. Jane's current vessels: Polistinae and Velutina are based on the theme of wasps nests and how they are formed in layers. These vessels, exclusive Objects at FBC London, are made of porcelain and high fired then re-fired with gold lustre containing 10% real gold.

POLISTINAE & VELUTINA Vessels
Ceramic
Set of 4 pieces-
Approx. 100mm H 250mm D
£200.00 inc. VAT

POLISTINAE & VELUTINA Vessels
Ceramic
Set of 3 pieces-
Approx. 100mm H 250mm D
£150.00 inc. VAT
Zsolt Jozsef Simon, a Hungarian ceramic artist, figuratively and literally needs movement to help his materials find their natural form in order to create his sculptures. Considered as one of the most innovative contemporary potters, he is extremely well-known internationally. His work draws critical acclaim as his ideas, philosophical explorations and technical skill have leapt forward with every new experiment and every exhibition. In 2006 received the same year an honorable mention prize at the ceramic Biennale of Korea.
Tessa Eastman worked in London and France as an assistant to renowned British ceramicist Kate Malone before she set up her first studio in 2005 in West London. This intriguing ceramic sculpture explores the challenges of complex arrangements of clay, a mixture of glossy and dry glazes, fired numerous times, to provide coarse and smooth effects. The aim of this practice is to generate beautiful forms in the most bizarre manner to aid the appreciation of life’s absurdities where things don’t always make sense. The pieces overlook detail such as cloud, bone, crystal, and microscopic plant systems.
CRYSTAL COLLECTION

Traditional Czech glass craft techniques are combined with the latest design and technology to make the Bohemian cut crystal. Pioneering in the design and a symbol of quality, beauty and lasting value, this genuine Object is to be handed down from generation to generation. The in-house traditional cutting machines and tools creates a marriage of traditional methods and modern technology. Delicate and hand blown the glass is amalgamated with automatic precise crystal cutting to form exceptionally unique and individual pieces.

DOME COLLECTION
Glass Dome & Oak Block
Small Approx. 350mm H x 230mm D
£450.00 inc. VAT
Medium Approx. 400mm H x 250mm D
£500.00 inc. VAT
Large Approx. 600mm H x 40mm D
£600.00 inc. VAT

GLOBE COLLECTION
Crystal Cut Glass
Small - 395mm H x 300mm D
£885.00 inc. VAT
Large - 545mm H x 400mm D
£1,200.00 inc. VAT

SOLID II - CENTERPIECE
Crystal Cut Glass
270mm H x 445mm D
£665.00 inc. VAT

UTOPIA & UTILITY

Their designs marry function and poetic design, and frequently incorporate mixed media, including glass, copper, ceramics, and wood. Utopia & Utility creates whimsical objects that utilise traditional materials in innovative ways. The belief is that everything that deserves to be made, deserves to be made well. From the process to the finished objects, their motivation is to enrich life through beauty. Each vessel is truly unique and one-of-a-kind.

MISCE I
Glass with Brass and Timber
180mm H x 120mm D
£200.00 inc. VAT

MISCE IV
Glass with Brass and Timber
550mm H x 300mm D
£1,200.00 inc. VAT

CRYSTAL COLLECTION | BAMBOO LAMP
Glass
Bamboo- 600mm H x 360mm D
£1,150.00 inc. VAT
GLASS COLLECTION

A unique figure in the field of creative glass blowing experimenting with a formal resilience and magic of glass. Bold, irreverent and offbeat, the Paris-based artist creates interesting results by fusing glass with other materials such as wire netting, rope and fibreglass to create thematic collections. Expertly handling glass in its various forms and systematically creating collections comprising entirely of unique pieces as a result of a process that remains random., the technical mastery and artistry is unfounded. Today, eight signature pieces are integral to the permanent collections at the Museum of Decorative Arts in 2015.

CHAIN RING VASE
Glass & Metal
Small - 220mm H x 220mm D
Large - 390mm H x 200mm D
£325.00 inc. VAT each

GRAVITY 5 BALLS
Glass with Bronze
300mm H x 350mm D
£525.00 inc. VAT

GRAVITY 5 BALLS
Glass with Chrome
300mm H x 350mm D
£425.00 inc. VAT

GRAVITY 5 BALLS
Glass with Alabaster
300mm H x 350mm D
£525.00 inc. VAT

GRAVITY 3 BALLS
Glass with Bronze
300mm H x 350mm D
£510.00 inc. VAT

GRAVITY 3 BALLS
Glass with Chrome
300mm H x 350mm D
£450.00 inc. VAT

CHAIN RING VASE
Glass & Metal
Small - 220mm H x 220mm D
Large - 390mm H x 200mm D
£325.00 inc. VAT each
SLAVE STRIPE VASE  
Glass & Metal  
450mm H x 260mm D  
£450.00 inc. VAT

SLAVE SQUARE GOLD VASE  
Glass & Metal  
380mm H x 260mm D  
£450.00 inc. VAT

SLAVE SPIKE VASE  
Glass & Metal  
380mm H x 270mm D  
£450.00 inc. VAT

GRAVITY CROSS DISH  
Glass with Bronze  
250mm H x 300mm D  
£710.00 inc. VAT

GRAVITY CROSS VASE  
Glass with Bronze  
460mm H x 300mm D  
£750.00 inc. VAT

CUBE COUPE  
Glass with Bronze  
250mm H x 300mm D  
£650.00 inc. VAT
Displayed alongside a growing range of carefully curated luxury Objects, FBC London is proud to present pieces designed by Fiona Barratt-Campbell. These are produced and commissioned by artisans across England.

**FBC LONDON | COASTERS**
Brass - Set of 4
10mm H x 110mm W
£58.00 inc. VAT

**FBC LONDON | CANDLE**
Lemongrass and Green Citrus
Wild Fig, Cassis and Orange Blossom
Opoponax- Myrrh
Rosemary & Bergamot
90mm H x 80mm D
£39.50 inc. VAT

**FBC LONDON | VESSEL CANDLE**
Lemongrass and Green Citrus
Wild Fig, Cassis and Orange Blossom
120mm H x 120mm D
£149.00 inc. VAT

**MARK STURKENBOOM |**
Mark Sturkenboom, formerly a welder before graduating with honors in 2012 at Artez, Institute for the Arts in Arnhem. The designer set out to envision what humanity’s discarded decorations will look like thousands of years in the future, cluttered as the planet is with our numerous objects. ‘Overgrown’ is a collection of candleholders designed to look like relics from a “desolate, flooded world.” Mark weaves together histories, he composites the living memory with the permanence of genuine mediums. Offering the everlasting object, balanced with the fragility of human experience.

**OVERGROWN CRYSTAL CANDLEHOLDER**
Size I - 340mm H x 320mm D
£1,500.00 inc. VAT

SIZE II - 530mm H x 340mm D
£2,500.00 inc. VAT
FBC LONDON | CUSHION COLLECTION

FBC London’s limited edition cushion collection is the perfect punctuation for a traditional or modern interior. Designed in a classic square or rectangular silhouette, these sumptuous and refined cushions add textural layers and dimension.

FBC LONDON | ALPACA CUSHION
Face: Alpaca
Reverse: Gris Souris
600mm H x 600mm W
£290.00 inc. VAT

FBC LONDON | GOLD SNAKE CUSHION
Face: Yellow Snake
Reverse: Yellow leather
400mm H x 400mm W
£290.00 inc. VAT

FBC LONDON | SUNSET CUSHION
Face: Liquid russet
Reverse: Gris Souris
600mm H x 600mm W
£270.00 inc. VAT

FBC LONDON | SPLASH CUSHIONS
Face: Watercoloured
Reverse: Gris Souris
600mm H x 600mm W
£290.00 inc. VAT

FBC LONDON | DAY & NIGHT CUSHION
Face: Sheer Yellow
Reverse: Dark blue
600mm H x 600mm W
£290.00 inc. VAT

FBC LONDON | VESTA CUSHION
Face: Gold
Reverse: Gold
600mm H x 600mm W
£300.00 inc. VAT

FBC LONDON | GREY CORAL CUSHION
Face: Squiggle
Reverse: Squiggle
305mm H x 460mm W
£250.00 inc. VAT

FBC LONDON | NAVY/GREY CUSHION
Face: Grey
Reverse: Navy Blue
305mm H x 460mm W
£250.00 inc. VAT

FBC LONDON | CREAMY FRINGE
Reverse: Cream
305mm H x 460mm W
£250.00 inc. VAT
ARTISTS

ADAM ROSS | BROOKSBANK AND COLLINS |
FENELLA ELMS | GILLES CAFFIER |
JANE TOWERS |
NATHALIE DEROUET |
MARCO TULLIO SIVIGLIA |
MARK STURKENBOOM |
PETER LANE |
REBECCA ROWLAND-CHANDLER |
STEPH BLACK |
SCOTT RICHLER |
TESSA EASTMAN |
YANN MASSEYEFF |
ZSOLT JOZSEF SIMON |